
 

 

Dear music editors, 

During times of global fear and depression we felt that we should give our best to send a 

positive sign and uplift. 

Our local government of Bavaria (Germany) orders that we all stay „at home" because of 

COVID-19, but as we are used to working on remote anyway and as modern studio 

technology makes it possible, we simply focused with love and passion on creating 3 

exclusive Singles which will be released this month on all major online stores and 

streaming portals around the globe. 

We invite you and your dear readers/listeners to download these 3 Singles for FREE 

(allowed for personal/private consumption) until April 30, 2020, as special gift! 

These 3 Singles cover a wide range (from Epic/Orchestral to modern Hip Hop/ Urban and 

EDM) and were created in devotion & love in order to strengthen hope, faith and charity... 

enJOY!! 

 Download page: 

www.SonicJoyRecords.com/MUSIC-AGAINST-FEAR 

 

1.) „Rise Above Fear“ has been composed as an emotional orchestral song for all 

people who are looking for inner peace, stress relief and reduction of anxiety; it 

assists in literally lifting one’s mind above the turmoil of fear and doubt. This single 

will be released via the German Epic & Hybrid Label EPIC DELIGHT: 

 

 

2.) As the younger generations resonate more with cool, modern sounds, we also 

created an energetic Song, entitled „Take Me Higher“, which is also meant to 

support emotional uplift and hope. This Single will be released via our label SONIC 

JOY Records as addition to our young Hip-Hop / Urban project NIGHT CREED  

 



 

 
www.sonicjoyrecords.com 

www.epicdelight.com 
 

 
 

 

3.) Many people are craving for visiting clubs and concerts but are temporarily forced 

to „dance at home“. Our answer is „Back To Life“, a powerful and highly melodic 

EDM track which will be released under the roof of our Dance & EDM project 

DANCE EUPHORIA. „Back To Life“ is meant to re-awaken your zest for LIFE and joy 

of dancing (right now at home); it wants to spread uplifting vibes and our belief 

that there are better recipes for humanity than frustration and fear. 

 

 
 

Musical & encouraging greetings from the very South of Germany, 

John Meisel & Team 


